NEW WAY TO COMBAT CANCER

According to Doctor Elaine Mardis, President of The American Association for Cancer Research, there’s actually good news about cancer these days. Along with increasing federal investment in the National Institutes of Health and other medical research there’s also a record number of U-S cancer survivors, sixteen point nine million. This year alone has seen twenty-seven new cancer treatments. One involves a specific genetic biomarker that works regardless of the type of cancer. Another uses the patient’s own immune system to battle breast cancer. As for the future, Doctor Mardis says: (Begin Sound Bite): “The progress from basic research into clinical translation for cancer patients has been astounding. Federal funding is critically important, we can really drive the fight against cancer forward.” (End Sound Bite) Researchers are poised to deliver the next wave of lifesaving breakthroughs. To seize these opportunities, it is vital to ensure that medical research remains a high priority for policy makers. Robust annual increases in federal funding will pave the way for the next major breakthroughs for patient care. Learn more online at Cancer-Progress-Report--dot--org.